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The internal/external frame of reference (I/E) model and dimensional com-
parison theory posit paradoxical relations between achievement (ACH) and
self-concept (SC) in mathematics (M) and verbal (V) domains; ACH in each
domain positively affects SC in the matching domain (e.g., MACH to MSC)
but negatively in the nonmatching domain (e.g., MACH to VSC). This
substantive-methodological synergy based on latent variable models of
Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) data sup-
ports the generalizability of these predictions in relation to: mathematics
and science domains, intrinsic motivation as well as self-concept, and age
and nationality, based on nationally representative matched samples of
fourth- and eighth-grade students from three Middle Eastern Islamic, five
Western, and four Asian countries (N=117,321 students) with important
theoretical, developmental, cross-cultural, and methodological implications.
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Positive self-beliefs are at the heart of the positive psychology revolution
focusing on how healthy, normal, and exceptional individuals can get
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the most from life (e.g., Bandura, 2006; Diener, 2000; Marsh & Craven, 2006;
Seligman & Csikszentmihalyi, 2000). Self-concept is also an important medi-
ating factor that facilitates the attainment of other desirable outcomes, such
as choice behavior, planning, persistence, and subsequent accomplishments
(see Marsh, 1994; Parker et al., 2012; Parker, Marsh, Ciarrochi, Marshall, &
Abduljabbar, 2013; Parker, Marsh, Lüdtke, & Trautwein, 2013). There has
been substantial improvement in the quality of self-concept research in
the past 30 years, largely because of better measurement instruments, theo-
retical models, quantitative methodology, and research design. The corner-
stone of this resurgence was the classic review article by Shavelson, Hubner,
and Stanton (1976), who posited self-concept as a multidimensional hierar-
chical construct where different facets of academic self-concept (ASC) are
substantially correlated and form a single higher-order ASC factor; this is
consistent with the positive relations routinely observed among achieve-
ments in different school subjects (Marsh, 2007). However, subsequent
research revealed that mathematics self-concept (MSC) and verbal self-
concept (VSC) in particular were nearly uncorrelated; this led to the
Marsh/Shavelson revision (Marsh & Shavelson, 1985). Marsh and
Shavelson (1985) posited two higher-order ASC factors (mathematics/
academic and verbal/academic), a continuum of core ASC factors ranging
from VSC at one end to MSC at the other end, and an ordering of ASCs in
other domains along this continuum. This perspective has resulted in
increased attention to dimensional comparison processes in self-concept
research and more specifically the development of the internal/external
frame of reference (I/E) model. The present investigation takes a perspective
that is both cross-cultural and developmental, testing the I/E model with
matched primary and secondary school samples from 13 diverse countries.

The I/E Model: The Theoretical and Substantive Focus

As long ago as William James (1890/1963), psychologists have recog-
nized the same objective characteristics and achievements can lead to quite
different self-concepts, depending on the frames of reference or standards of
comparison against which individuals evaluate themselves, and these self-
beliefs have important consequences for future choice, behavior, and perfor-
mance. The two most frequently posited frames of reference are based on
social and temporal comparisons (Albert, 1977; Möller, 2005; Möller,
Pohlmann, Köller, & Marsh, 2009; Möller, Retelsdorf, Köller, & Marsh,
2011). Self-perceptions based on how current accomplishments compare
with past performances reflect temporal comparisons, whereas those based
on how accomplishments compare with the accomplishments of others
reflect social comparisons. Particularly in educational settings, a growing
body of research based on the I/E frame of reference model (Marsh, 1986;
Marsh et al., in press; Möller & Marsh, 2013) demonstrates that self-
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perceptions may also be the result of internal or dimensional comparisons,
in which accomplishments in one school subject can serve as a frame of ref-
erence for another school subject (e.g., Möller et al., 2009; Möller & Köller,
2001).

Initially, the I/E model was developed to explain why MSC and VSC are
nearly uncorrelated even though achievement in the same areas are strongly
correlated (see Marsh, 1986, 2007; Marsh et al., in press; Möller & Marsh,
2013); people think of themselves as primarily a verbal person or a mathe-
matics person, but rarely both, even though persons good at one also tend to
be good at the other (Marsh, 1986, 2007). The I/E model posits that ASC in
a particular school subject is formed in relation to two frames of reference:
an external (social comparison) reference in which students contrast their
perceived performances in a particular school subject with the perceived
performances of their peers in the same school subject and an internal
(dimensional comparison) reference in which students contrast their own
performances in one particular school subject against their own performan-
ces in different school subjects.

Tests of the classic I/E model typically focus on mathematics and verbal
domains, relating mathematics and verbal achievements to MSC and VSC
(see Figure 1). According to the external comparison process, good mathe-
matics skills lead to higher MSCs and good verbal skills lead to higher
VSCs. However, the internal comparison process predicts that good mathe-
matics skills lead to lower VSCs after controlling for the positive effects of
good verbal skills. In empirical tests of the I/E model (Figure 1), the horizontal
paths leading from mathematics achievement to MSC and from verbal achieve-
ment to VSC are predicted to be substantially positive (‘‘11’’ in Figure 1).
However, the cross-paths leading from mathematics achievement to VSC
and from verbal achievement to MSC (the grey lines in Figure 1) are predicted
to be negative (‘‘–’’ in Figure 1). In a review of I/E studies, Möller et al. (2009;
also see Marsh, 2007; Möller & Marsh, 2013) note that evidence in favor of this
model comes from diverse sources, based on qualitative introspective and
quantitative cross-sectional, longitudinal, quasi-experimental, and true exper-
imental designs.

Meta-Analysis Support for the Universality of Predictions

Based on the I/E Model

Of particular relevance to evaluating the generalizability of support for
I/E predictions is the Möller et al. (2009) meta-analysis, which tested the
I/E model in each of 69 independent data sets (N = 125,308 students). As pre-
dicted by the I/E model, their results revealed positive paths from achieve-
ment to corresponding self-concepts (horizontal paths in Figure 1; .61 for
mathematics, .49 for verbal) and negative paths from achievement in one
subject to self-concept in the other subject (cross-paths in Figure 1; –.21
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from mathematics achievement to VSC, –.27 from verbal achievement to
MSC). Support for the I/E predictions generalized across age groups, gender,
and countries, leading the authors to conclude, ‘‘The results of our meta-
analyses indicate that the relations described in the classical I/E model are
not restricted to a particular achievement or self-concept measure or to spe-
cific age groups, gender groups, or countries’’ (p. 1157). Although there was
significant study-to-study variation in the sizes of relations among I/E varia-
bles, remarkably, they found no significant differences for country of resi-
dence or age. A particular strength of meta-analysis is the ability to evaluate
the generalizability of the results, but the strength of these tests depends on
the available data. Important limitations include the representativeness of
samples and comparability of measures across available studies. In particu-
lar, there were important gaps in the available studies with a substantial
underrepresentation of young children and countries other than Western
and Asian countries. Hence, notable strengths of the Trends in
International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) data used here are
nationally representative samples of primary and secondary students using
carefully constructed, consistent measured for a diverse set of countries.
Thus, the overarching purpose of our study is to test more fully the

Figure 1. The ‘‘classic’’ internal/external frame of reference (I/E) model relating

verbal and mathematics achievement to verbal and mathematics self-concepts.

According to predictions from the I/E model, the horizontal paths from achieve-

ment to self-concept in the matching domain (content area) are predicted to be

substantial and positive (11), whereas the cross-paths from achievement in

one domain area to self-concept in a nonmatching domain (shaded in grey) are

predicted to be negative (–). In the present investigation we evaluate the general-

izability of these predictions to the science domain, relating science and mathe-

matics achievement to science and mathematics self-concepts.
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conclusions that support for the I/E model generalizes over age and country,
using stronger data and statistical methodology.

Developmental Support for the Generalizability of the I/E Model

For many developmental, educational, and psychological researchers,
self-concepts are a ‘‘cornerstone of both social and emotional development’’
(Kagen, Moore, & Bredekamp, 1995, p. 18; also see Davis-Kean & Sandler,
2001; Marsh, Ellis, & Craven, 2002); self-concepts develop early in child-
hood, and once established, they are enduring (e.g., Eder & Mangelsdorf,
1997). Hattie (1992; Hattie & Marsh, 1996; also see Eccles, Wigfield,
Harold, & Blumenfeld, 1993; Harter, 2006, 2012; Marsh, Craven, & Debus,
1998) reviewed theoretical and empirical support for stages of growth in
the development of self-concept, arguing against the notion of fixed stages
that all persons must pass through. Indeed, many authors (Chapman &
Tunmer, 1995; Eccles et al., 1993; Harter, 1999; Marsh, 1989; Marsh et al.,
1998, 1999; Skaalvik & Hagtvet, 1990; Wigfield & Eccles, 1992; Wigfield
et al., 1997) have offered a developmental perspective on the relation
between ASC and academic achievement. For example, Marsh (1989,
1990b; Marsh et al., 1998) proposed that the self-concepts of very young chil-
dren are very positive and are not highly correlated with external indicators
(e.g., skills, accomplishments, achievement, self-concepts inferred by signif-
icant others) but that with increasing life experience, children learn their rel-
ative strengths and weaknesses so that specific self-concept domains
become more differentiated and more highly correlated with external indica-
tors. Marsh et al. (1998) showed that reliability, stability, and factor structure
of self-concept scales improve with age (children 5–8 years of age). In addi-
tion, consistent with the proposal that children’s self-perceptions become
more realistic with age, self-ratings of older children were more correlated
with inferred self-concept ratings by their teachers.

Based on this developmental theory it seems reasonable to predict that
support for the I/E would increase with age, particularly in relation the size
of the horizontal paths but also the differentiation between domains that
drives the cross-paths. However, there is little direct empirical support or
even good tests of the generalizability of support for the I/E model over
age. Surprisingly, Möller et al. (2009) found no differences as a function of
age given developmental models of how self-concept formation varies as
a function of age (e.g., Eccles et al., 1993; Harter, 2012; Marsh, 1989, 2007;
Wigfield & Eccles, 2002). Nevertheless, because of the paucity of available
studies with young children in this meta-analysis (only 3 of 69 samples
reported results for children in Grade 4 or younger), the generalizability of
this finding was not strong. Hence, a central purpose of the present investi-
gation is to provide stronger tests of the generalizability of the I/E predic-
tions over primary and secondary school students.
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Cross-Cultural Generalizability of Support for the I/E Model

Cross-cultural comparisons provide researchers with a valuable heuristic
basis to test the external validity and generalizability of their measures, the-
ories, and models. Matsumoto (2001) argued that: ‘‘Cultural differences chal-
lenge mainstream theoretical notions about the nature of people and force
us to rethink basic theories of personality, perception, cognition, emotion,
development, social psychology, and the like in fundamental and profound
ways’’ (p. 9). In cross-cultural research there are two main orientations, one
that focuses on tests of a priori hypotheses of cross-cultural differences and
one that tests the replicability of existing theories in other cultures and seeks
universal, pan-human theories (e.g., Marsh, Hau, Artelt, Baumert, & Peschar,
2006; Parker et al., 2012; Segall, Lonner, & Berry, 1998).

However, there exists a schism between the overarching cultural relativ-
ist and universalist perspectives of cross-cultural research (Kagitcibasi &
Poortinga, 2000). The broad cultural relativist (idiographic, emic, indige-
nous, qualitative) perspective emphasizes the uniqueness of the individual
case that defies comparison. In contrast, the broad universalist (nomothetic,
etic, positivist, quantitative) perspective emphasizes what is common
between cultures with an emphasis on theoretical predictions, replicability
of results, and empirical testing. In their taxonomy of cross-cultural research,
Van de Vijer and Leung (2000) discussed generalizability studies with a strong
theoretical framework for generating testable hypotheses and an emphasis
on the universality of structures and theoretical propositions. Within this
context, they noted the need to use multiple group modeling approaches
that allow researchers to make fine-grained comparisons of factor structures
and patterns of relations between multiple constructs in different cultural
groups. In this framework, there is a focus on similarities as well as a consid-
eration of observed differences. Because of the traditional focus on null
hypothesis testing, there is an unfortunate tendency to provide elaborate
interpretations for (sometimes very small, idiosyncratic) differences and
largely to ignore similarities that may argue for cross-cultural generalization.
Van de Vijer and Leung emphasized that the endemic problems of replicabil-
ity in cross-cultural research will improve with greater emphasis on theory
development and testing, coupled with the more appropriate use of new sta-
tistical tools. Particularly in education, an ongoing challenge in cross-cultural
research is to disentangle the potentially confounding effects of differences
in the appropriateness of psychological measures used in different cultural
settings, differences in the typically ad hoc samples of participants represent-
ing different cultural groups, and true cultural differences.

More broadly conceived, this universalist perspective of cross-cultural
comparisons fits into the general ‘‘multiple method’’ approach to construct
validity (Marsh, Martin, & Hau, 2006) in which convergence is evaluated
across results from different methods—the different countries in this
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application. To the extent that a priori predictions based on a strong theoret-
ical model generalize reasonably well across responses from diverse set of
countries, there is strong support for the construct validity of interpretations
based on the theoretical model. Although not denying the relevance of the
cultural relativist perspective, the focus of the present investigation is on the
universalist perspective and cross-cultural support for the generalizability of
I/E predictions across different countries.

Strong cross-cultural studies need to compare the results from at least
two—and preferably many—countries based on comparable samples and
the same measures; otherwise, apparent cross-cultural differences are con-
founded with potential differences in the composition of samples and per-
haps the appropriateness of materials. Addressing these challenges, there
is strong support for the cross-cultural generalizability of the I/E model
based on the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD) Program for International Student Assessment (PISA) data;
103,558 15-year-old students from 26 countries (Marsh & Hau, 2004).
Across the 26 countries, the two horizontal paths relating mathematics
achievement to MSC (.44) and verbal achievement to VSC (.47) were sub-
stantial and positive, while the two cross-paths leading from verbal achieve-
ment to MSC (–.20) and mathematics achievement to VSC (–.26) were neg-
ative. They also noted that the correlation between mathematics and
verbal achievements (r = .78) was very large, whereas the corresponding
correlation between MSC and VSC (r = .10) was close to zero. Subsequent
analyses showed that these results generalized well across all 26 countries.

In their meta-analysis, Möller et al. (2009) incorporated results from the
Marsh and Hau (2004) PISA study, representing 26 of their 69 samples.
Consistent with conclusions by Marsh and Hau, they found good cross-
cultural support for the generalizability of the I/E model in that there were
no significant differences for country of residence. However, most of the
samples, aside from a few Asian countries, were based on Western countries
(7 Asian, 12 Australian, 7 U.S., and 39 European samples were included in
the analysis of country as a moderator). Although the meta-analysis included
responses by students from ‘‘Other Nationalities,’’ the authors argued that the
number of studies from these ‘‘other’’ countries was too small to be included
in analyses of country as a moderator. However, Schwartz and Bilsky (1990),
as well as many others, observed, ‘‘Theories that aspire to universality . . .
must be tested in numerous, culturally diverse samples’’ (p. 878). In this
respect, one purpose of our study is to greatly expand the scope of tests
of the cross-cultural generalizability of the I/E beyond the Marsh and Hau
PISA study and Möller et al. meta-analysis that have been the primary basis
of cross-cultural support for the universality of support for I/E predictions.
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Generalizability of Support for the I/E Model to
Middle Eastern Islamic Countries

The generalizability of Western self-concept research findings to Middle
Eastern Islamic countries1 has been the focus of a number of studies by Abu-
Hilal and colleagues (Abu-Hilal, 2001; Abu-Hilal & Aal-Hussain, 1997; Abu-
Hilal & Abeld-Mamid, 1989; Abu-Hilal & Bahri, 2000; also see Marsh et al.,
2013). Abu-Hilal and Bahri (2000) evaluated the generalizability of responses
to Marsh’s Self Description Questionnaire (SDQ) by elementary and junior
high school Arab students. They found support for the a priori factor struc-
ture but noted that the ASC factors tended to be less correlated with corre-
sponding areas of achievement and less differentiated (more correlated)
than typically is found in Western research. For example, MSC and VSC
scales on the SDQ are typically almost uncorrelated (Marsh, 2007). In con-
trast, for the older junior high school sample, these two ASC scales were
moderately correlated (r = .37), but less so than the substantial correlation
between corresponding measures of achievement (r = .62). Abu-Hilal and
Bahri (2000; also see Sharabi, 1975) noted that Arab students are socialized
in a way that ‘‘does not seem to encourage students to be independent: it
does not give children the opportunity to evaluate themselves’’ (p. 319).
When they asked Arab students to evaluate their skills and performances
in different school subjects, several students commented ‘‘Are you sure
you want us to judge our performance? I think that teachers can tell you bet-
ter than we can’’ (p. 320). Abu-Hilal and Bahri (2000) noted that this pattern
of results is similar to that found with younger children in Western research
(e.g., Marsh, 1989, 1990a, 1990b), in which self-concepts of young children
are also uniformly high and substantially correlated but become more differ-
entiated with age as children obtain more experience relative to their related
strengths and weaknesses. In the present investigation we translate these
observations into testable hypotheses in relation to I/E predictions and pro-
vide more rigorous tests of their validity and of their developmental and
cross-cultural generalizability.

Academic Domain

Most studies testing the classic I/E model have investigated the mathe-
matics and verbal (native language) domains. However, subsequent research
has tested the generalizability to academic subjects other than the verbal and
mathematical domains (e.g., Bong, 1998; Chiu, 2008; Dickhäuser, 2003;
Marsh, Kong, & Hau, 2001; Möller, Streblow, Pohlmann, & Köller, 2006;
Nagy, Trautwein, Baumert, Köller, & Garrett, 2006; Yeung, Lee, & Wong,
2001). Thus, Möller et al. (2009; also see Marsh et al., in press) called for
an extension of the I/E model to other academic domains, asking, for exam-
ple, whether:
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students see physics and mathematics as sufficiently distinct that bet-
ter performances in one would lead to poorer self-concepts in the
other (a contrast effect like that posited in the I/E model based on
the mathematics and verbal domains), or would the two be seen as
sufficiently similar so that better performance in one would lead to
better self-concepts in the other (an assimilation effect)? (p. 1159).

In the present investigation, we take up this challenge using the mathemat-
ics and science constructs measured as part of the TIMSS cross-national study
of representative samples of primary (Grade 4) and secondary (Grade 8) stu-
dents from around the world.

Theoretical Extensions of the I/E Model: Intrinsic Motivation

In the present investigation, we also extend the I/E model to evaluate its
generalizability to intrinsic motivation that is driven by an interest, enjoyment,
or positive affect associated with the task itself, rather due to external pres-
sures or as a means to external rewards (Deci & Ryan, 1985; Eccles et al.,
1983; Eccles & Wigfield, 2002; Renninger, 2009). However, this research typi-
cally has focused on intrinsic motivation and its relations to other constructs
within a single domain rather than on the juxtaposition of intrinsic motivation
in different domains. Expectancy-value theory (EVT) research is particularly
relevant. It has shown that correlations between expectancy (typically opera-
tionalized as self-concept responses) and interest were evident even for very
young children (Eccles et al., 1983; Eccles & Wigfield, 1995; Wigfield & Eccles,
2002; Wigfield, et al., 1997) and increased with age during early school years
but that both expectancy and value constructs were highly domain specific
(Eccles et al., 1993). Although the domain specificity of these different con-
structs tends to increase with age, the relations between expectancy and value
within the same domain remain high or even increase with age (e.g., Eccles
et al., 1993; Eccles & Wigfield, 2002; Wigfield & Eccles, 2002; Wigfield,
Eccles, & Pintrich, 1996; also see Marsh et al., 1999). Extending EVT research
to incorporate the dimensional comparison perspective of the I/E model,
Eccles (2009; also see, Denissen, Zarret, & Eccles, 2007) emphasized ‘‘that
both external and internal comparison processes are key—people assess their
own skills by comparing their performances with those of other people and
with their own performances across domains’’ (p. 82) and demonstrated
how this internal dimensional comparison process has a critical influence in
academic choice behavior (e.g., choice of university major; see Parker et al.,
2012).

Pekrun and colleagues (Goetz, Frenzel, Pekrun, & Hall, 2006; Pekrun,
2006) extended their control value theory of academic emotions to incorporate
the I/E model to explain the extreme domain specificity of academic emotions,
speculating that ‘‘the mechanisms addressed by Marsh’s (1986) I/E model could
operate for students’ emotions as well’’ (Goetz et al., 2006, p. 7). They found
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that emotions were substantially more domain specific than achievement in dif-
ferent mathematics and verbal subjects and that enjoyment was the most
domain-specific emotion. Goetz, Frenzel, Hall, and Pekrun (2008) subsequently
found support for the I/E model in relation to both self-concept and enjoyment
but showed that achievement/enjoyment relations were mediated by self-
concept. Goetz et al. (2008) also suggested that further research was needed
to evaluate relations between mathematics and science constructs.

Following from these studies of expectancy-value theory and control
value theory, as well as the Möller et al. (2009) meta-analysis, in the present
investigation we extend the I/E model to incorporate intrinsic motivation,
evaluate developmental hypotheses about the role of dimensional compar-
isons in the formation of self-concept and intrinsic motivation, and juxtapose
the relations between mathematics and science constructs.

TIMSS 2007: Background to the Present Investigation

Tests of the I/E Model With the TIMSS 2007 Data

In research particularly relevant to the present investigation, Chiu (2012;
also see Chiu, 2008) conducted tests of the I/E model for mathematics and
science constructs using TIMSS 2007 data for only the eighth-grade cohort.
Across all countries there was good support for I/E predictions, leading
Chiu to conclude: ‘‘Mathematics and science can be distinctly different
school subjects perceived by students through the psychological process
of internal comparison in constructing their self-concepts in the two
domains’’ (p. 102). Clearly these results support the extension of the I/E
model to juxtapose mathematics and science constructs. Nevertheless, sup-
port for the I/E model—particularly the negative cross-paths (see Figure
1)—was clearly weaker than previously reported in the Möller et al.
(2009) meta-analysis or the Marsh and Hau (2004) cross-national PISA study.
More specifically, both cross-paths were significantly negative in less than
half the countries considered, and the mean size of the cross-paths was
only about –.10 (see Chiu, 2012, Table 4, p. 96) compared to about –.25
in previous I/E studies (e.g., Marsh & Hau, 2004; Möller et al., 2009).

An obvious possible explanation for this difference could be that the I/E
model is stronger when based on two domains at opposite ends of the
Marsh-Shavelson continuum of academic domains (i.e., mathematics and
verbal) than for two domains closer together on this continuum (i.e., math-
ematics and science). However, some alternative explanations also warrant
consideration. In particular, due to the complicated nature of the research
questions pursued, Chiu (2012) used single manifest scores based on the tri-
chotomized scale scores—high, medium, low—advocated by TIMSS to rep-
resent mathematics and science self-concept rather than latent variables
based on the continuous multiple indicators of each of these constructs.
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The use of these truncated (trichotomized) scale scores—even though they
are provided as part of the TIMSS database—is generally unacceptable in rela-
tion to current best practice (Marsh et al., 2013). In particular, even compared
to untruncated scores, this approach substantially reduces reliability, statistical
power, and predictive validity (MacCallum, Zhang, Preacher, & Rucker, 2002).
Additionally, the use of these scores is based on the implicit assumption that
measurement error is the same across all countries and ignores method effects
associated with parallel worded items and negatively worded items that are
present in the TIMMS data (see the following). In contrast, appropriate latent
variable models such as those used in the present study correct for measure-
ment error and method effects and allow them to vary across countries.

Marsh et al. (2013) evaluated the factor structure of TIMSS mathematics
and science constructs for eight (four Arab-speaking and four English-
speaking) countries based on the eighth-grade cohort. They concluded that
there was support for the a priori factor structure but that it was complicated
by method effects associated with negatively worded items and parallel word-
ing used in mathematics and science constructs. In particular, all the constructs
were substantially more reliable in English-speaking countries than Arabic-
speaking countries. Nevertheless, factor loadings were reasonably invariant
across the eight countries. Based on their results they argued that TIMSS scale
scores should not be used, that results based on scale scores are likely to be
biased, and that analyses based on them—particularly those comparing find-
ings from different countries—should be viewed with extreme caution.
Instead, they argued that analyses should be based on appropriate latent vari-
able models that controlled for measurement error and the complex factor
structure. We also note that for latent variable models of differences in patterns
of relations among multiple groups it is only necessary to have factor loading
invariance but that studies based on manifest variables or those comparing
means across the different groups require more stringent assumptions
(Marsh et al., 2009; also see subsequent discussion). However, because the
models considered here do not involve the comparison of latent means, we
only focus on tests of the invariance of factor loadings.

Importantly, these measurement issues that undermine the Chiu (2012)
study are even more critical in our developmental study in that measurement
problems specific to the eighth-grade cohort are likely to be exacerbated in
comparisons across the fourth- and eighth-grade samples. More specifically,
an important aim of our study is to evaluate developmental hypotheses based
on comparison of results from the eighth-grade cohort considered by Chiu
(2012) and the fourth-grade cohort, which previously has not been evaluated
in terms of the I/E model. Because these complications in TIMSS self-concept
measures are so critical to tests of the I/E model we provide extensive analysis
of measurement issues in the supplemental materials in the online journal.

More generally, tests of factorial invariance are a critical feature in both
developmental (e.g., invariance over time or age cohorts) and cross-cultural
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(e.g., invariance over countries) studies. We also note that for latent variable
models of differences in patterns of relations among multiple groups—
including path models (e.g., Figure 1)—it is only necessary to have factor
loading invariance. However, if tests were based on manifest variables, it
would also be important to test the invariance of measurement errors, but
we already know that such tests would fail (see Table 1). In this sense,
the assumptions underlying manifest variable models are more demanding
than those for latent variable models. Furthermore, if the focus was on differ-
ences in latent means across the multiple groups, it would also be important
to test the invariance of intercepts (for further discussion and limitations of
this approach to comparing latent means across countries, see Marsh, Hau,
et al., 2006; Millsap, 2011; Nagengast & Marsh, 2013). However, because
the models considered here do not involve the comparison of latent means,
we only focused on tests of the invariance of factor loadings.

The Present Investigation: A Priori Predictions

and Research Questions

In the present study, we test the extension and generalizability of the I/E
over age cohort, country, and construct, focusing on the support for the I/E
model in the TIMMS data, controlling for a number of measurement con-
cerns (Liu & Meng, 2010; Marsh et al., 2013; also see supplemental materials
in the online journal for further discussion).

Support for the I/E Predictions

Extending previous research based almost completely on verbal and
mathematics constructs (two domains at opposite ends of the ASC contin-
uum) to mathematics and science (two domains close to each other on
the ASC continuum), we hypothesize that overall there will be support for
I/E predictions. More specifically, the effects of mathematics and science
achievement will be:

� positive on matching areas of self-concept (the horizontal paths in Figure 1),
� negative on nonmatching, contrasting areas of self-concept and intrinsic moti-

vation (the cross-paths in Figure 1).

Generalizability of Support for the I/E Predictions

Over Age Cohort and Country

Constructs

We hypothesize that support for predictions will generalize over self-
concept and intrinsic motivation. However, consistent with theoretical mod-
els of the formation of self-concept and previous research (e.g., Denissen
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Table 1

Reliability of the Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS)

Mathematics and Science Motivation Constructs Used in This Study

Study Sample Size and Reliability Estimates

Country and Year Students Class School MSC SSC MIM SIM Mean

Western countries

Australia Year 4 4,108 316 228 .747 .742 .853 .861 .801
Year 8 4,119 238 227 .809 .811 .854 .885 .840

England Year 4 4,316 233 142 .753 .787 .867 .880 .822
Year 8 4,046 238 136 .795 .843 .861 .882 .845

Italy Year 4 4,470 323 169 .687 .680 .822 .809 .750
Year 8 4,408 287 169 .841 .808 .865 .853 .842

Norway Year 4 4,108 290 144 .677 .719 .879 .891 .792
Year 8 4,748 264 138 .805 .790 .880 .900 .844

Scotland Year 4 3,929 252 138 .723 .744 .850 .861 .795
Year 8 4,213 244 128 .770 .826 .858 .873 .832

United States Year 4 7,896 515 256 .763 .775 .847 .847 .808
Year 8 7,636 510 238 .838 .824 .856 .855 .843

Total Year 4 28,827 1929 1077 .725 .741 .853 .858 .794
Total Year 8 29,170 1781 1036 .810 .817 .862 .875 .841
Asian countries

Taiwan Year 4 4,131 174 149 .735 .733 .827 .779 .769
Year 8 4,046 153 149 .838 .812 .894 .875 .855

Hong Kong Year 4 3,791 147 125 .717 .676 .874 .827 .774
Year 8 3,527 120 119 .803 .749 .860 .846 .815

Japan Year 4 4,487 189 147 .762 .752 .837 .833 .796
Year 8 5,625 169 145 .777 .785 .840 .847 .812

Singapore Year 4 5,041 354 176 .757 .752 .867 .843 .805
Year 8 4,754 326 163 .825 .822 .880 .859 .847

Total Year 4 17,450 864 597 .743 .728 .851 .821 .786
Total Year 8 17,952 768 576 .811 .792 .869 .857 .832
Middle Eastern Islamic countries

Iran Year 4 3,833 224 223 .734 .776 .739 .760 .752
Year 8 3,981 208 207 .744 .728 .800 .797 .767

Kuwait Year 4 3,803 181 149 .351 .416 .572 .542 .470
Year 8 4,091 158 157 .589 .533 .814 .770 .677

Tunisia Year 4 4,134 217 149 .450 .493 .368 .413 .431
Year 8 4,080 169 149 .729 .618 .759 .708 .704

Total Year 4 11,770 622 521 .512 .562 .560 .572 .552
Total Year 8 12,152 535 513 .687 .626 .791 .758 .716
Total over all countries

Total Year 4 58,047 3,415 2,195 .681 .695 .784 .780 .735
Total Year 8 59,274 3,084 2,125 .781 .765 .847 .842 .809
Total 117,321 6,499 4,320 .731 .730 .816 .811 .772

Note. The column headed Mean is the mean of the four reliability estimates. For the cor-
responding mathematics and science scales, the wording of the items was strictly parallel.
Reliability estimates are Cronbach’s alpha estimates. MSC = mathematics self-concept; SSC
= science self-concept; MIM = mathematics intrinsic motivation; SIM = science intrinsic
motivation.
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et al., 2007; Marsh, Trautwein, Lüdtke, Köller, & Baumert, 2005), we predict
that horizontal paths will be stronger for self-concept than intrinsic
motivation.

Age Cohort

Consistent with the Möller et al. (2009) meta-analysis, we hypothesize
that support for predictions will generalize over age cohorts. However, in
contrast to these meta-analysis results but consistent with developmental
studies more generally, we hypothesize that support will be stronger for sec-
ondary than primary school students. However, as noted earlier, there are
few direct tests of the generalizability of the I/E model primary and second-
ary age cohorts considered. Hence, this is an important focus and unique
contribution of the present investigation.

Country

We hypothesize that this support will generalize over countries but will
be stronger in Western and Asian countries, which have been the basis of
most previous research, than in Middle Eastern Islamic countries, where
there is less emphasis on evaluative and diagnostic feedback and where rela-
tions between ASC and achievement tend to be lower (see earlier discussion
of research by Abu-Hilal and colleagues).

Age Cohort 3 Country Interactions

A unique contribution of this study is the juxtaposition of developmental
hypotheses about age cohort effects and cross-cultural psychology hypoth-
eses about country-level differences. We hypothesize that support for the
I/E model will generalize over all age cohort by country combinations but
leave as a research question whether there will be meaningfully large age
cohort by country interactions in the sizes of either the horizontal or
cross-paths (see Figure 1). In a substantive methodological synergy (Marsh
& Hau, 2007), we also develop new methodological approaches to the eval-
uation of this interaction, capitalizing on the flexibility available in the Mplus
statistical package.

New Contributions

Our study has important theoretical, developmental, cross-cultural, and
methodological implications for I/E model in particular, but also for more
general research on the formation of self-concept in relation to frames of ref-
erence. Developmentally, our study fills a critical gap in studies of the gen-
eralizability of the I/E model over primary and secondary age cohorts. In
contrast to the comprehensive meta-analysis of I/E studies, but consistent
with other ASC research, we hypothesize that support for the I/E model
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will be stronger in secondary than in primary school students. We hypothe-
size and seek to test the cross-cultural generalizability of the I/E predictions
and the extent to which this cross-cultural support generalizes over different
ages and different domains. In particular, ours is apparently the first study to
test these predictions with the Year 4 sample from TIMSS and the first to sys-
tematically compare results from nationally representative samples of pri-
mary and secondary school students from each of a diverse sample of coun-
tries. Although there is considerable research comparing relations between
ASC and achievement in Western and Asian countries, including tests of
the I/E model, ours is apparently the first to expand this cross-cultural per-
spective to test these specific hypotheses and juxtapose Western and Asian
results with those from Middle Eastern Islamic cultures. We extend tests of
the I/E model to evaluate generalizability of the pattern of results to intrinsic
motivation and introduce new, stronger statistical models that provide more
appropriate tests of our a priori hypotheses.

Method

Participants

TIMSS 2007 (Olson, Martin, & Mullis, 2008) data are based on nationally
representative samples of students from participating countries using a two-
stage cluster design, sampling schools and intact classrooms from the target
grade in the school (for more details, see the TIMSS 2007 Technical Report
by Olson et al., 2008). For the present investigation we consider data from
a total of 117,321 students in 6,499 fourth- and eighth-grade classes in six
Western countries (Australia, England, Italy, Norway, Scotland, and United
States), four Asian countries (Hong Kong, Japan, Singapore, and Taiwan),
and three Middle Eastern Islamic countries (Iran, Kuwait, and Tunisia) where
science was taught as an integrated subject and where data were available
for both fourth- and eighth-grade cohorts (many countries only collect
TIMSS data for eighth-grade students; see Table 1 for the number of students,
classes, and schools that were sampled from each country in each age
cohort.) In all countries, the materials were administered near the end of
the school year (typically October or November in the Southern
Hemisphere and April to June in the Northern Hemisphere).

Student achievement scores in TIMSS (Olson et al., 2008) were devel-
oped based on item response theory (IRT). For the eighth-grade tests the
content domains for science were biology, chemistry, physics, and earth sci-
ences; for mathematics they were algebra, data and chance, number, and
geometry. For the fourth-grade tests the science content domains were biol-
ogy, physical science, and earth science; for mathematics they were algebra,
data and chance, number, geometric shapes and measures, and data display.
In both subject domains and age cohorts, achievement test items involved
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a mixture of constructed response and multiple choice items that involved
a mixture of processes (knowing, applying, and reasoning). The final items
were selected on the basis of item analyses of responses from large-scale
pilot studies. As noted earlier, students in both age cohorts responded to
items designed to measure self-concept and intrinsic motivation in both
the mathematics and science domains (see Table 2 for the wording of the
items). Within each age cohort, the wording of the items for mathematics
and science was strictly parallel except for the words mathematics or sci-
ence. For the two age cohorts the wordings of all intrinsic motivation and
two of the self-concept items were exactly the same, but there were minor
wording changes for two of the self-concept items (see Table 2). Students
in both age cohorts responded to all items on a classic Likert (agree-
disagree) response scale.

Data Analysis

Achievement test scores for each student are reported in the TIMSS 2007
database as five plausible values (Olson et al., 2008)—numbers drawn ran-
domly from the distribution of scores that could be reasonably assigned to
each student. Implementation of this approach by TIMSS was due in part
to the use of a matrix sampling approach in which each student was admin-
istered only a sample of the achievement test items that were combined to
form a total score using an IRT approach to test equating (Olson et al.,
2008). Following recommendations by TIMSS, all data analyses with achieve-
ment were run separately for each of the five plausible values, and the
results were aggregated appropriately in order to obtain unbiased estimates.
Although the amount of missing data was relatively small, we used full infor-
mation maximum likelihood estimation to control for missing data, noting
that this was done separately for each of the five data sets based on different
plausible values, and then combined using the Rubin (1987; Schafer, 1997)
strategy, which was implemented automatically in Mplus. Thus, results are
based on an appropriate aggregation of results across the multiple data
sets to obtain appropriate parameter estimates, standard errors, and good-
ness-of-fit statistics. We note, however, that this strategy was used primarily
to incorporate the multiple plausible values, as the amount of missing data
was so small (an average of less than 2% for the rating items, none at all
for the test scores).

All analyses were based on TIMSS’s HOUWGT weighting variable,
which incorporates six components: three having to do with sampling of
the school, class, and student and adjustment factors associated with nonpar-
ticipation at the level of school, class, and student. The weighting is based on
the actual number of students in each country that is appropriate for correct
computation of standard errors and tests of statistical significance. Correcting
for the clustering inherent in the two-stage clustering sample, the 26 (13
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countries 3 2 age cohorts) groups were treated as grouping variables that
were the basis of the multigroup analyses, whereas the class and school clus-
tering variables were used to control for the clustered sample (using the
complex design option and robust maximum likelihood options in Mplus;

Table 2

A Priori Factor Structure Relating Trends in International Mathematics and

Science Study (TIMSS) Motivation Items to Latent Factors

Factor

Items Loadings Item Wording

Mathematics achievement

Mach 1.000 A single composite test score represented by five plausible values

Self-concept

MSCP1 0.659 I usually do well in mathematics

MSCP2 0.678 I learn things quickly in mathematics

MSCN1 0.488 Mathematics is harder for me than for many of my classmatesa,b

MSCN2 0.584 I’m just not good at mathematicsa,c

Intrinsic motivation

MIMFP1 0.789 I enjoy learning mathematics

MIMFP2 0.838 I like mathematics

MIMFN1 0.635 Mathematics is boringa

Science achievement

SACH 1.000 A single composite test score represented by five plausible values

Self-concept

SSCP1 0.659 I usually do well in science

SSCP2 0.678 I learn things quickly in science

SSCN1 0.488 Science is harder for me than for many of my classmatesa

SSCN2 0.584 I’m just not good at sciencea,c

Intrinsic motivation

SIMFP1 0.789 I enjoy learning science

SIMFP2 0.838 I like science

SIMFN1 0.635 Science is boringa

Note. This factor analysis is discussed in greater detail in the presentation of results. Briefly,
these results are based on Model 4 (see subsequent discussion of Model 4 in supplemental
material in the online journal) and are average results over five imputed data sets. Factor
loadings were constrained to be equal across all 26 (13 countries 3 2 cohort) groups and
constrained to be equal across the parallel worded items for the mathematics and science
constructs.
aThese negatively worded items were reverse-scored.
bFor this item, the wording for the fourth-grade survey (mathematics/science is harder for
me than for many of my classmates) and the eighth-grade survey (mathematics/science is
more difficult for me than for many of my classmates) differed slightly.
cFor this item, the wording for the fourth-grade survey (I’m just not good at mathematics/
science) and the eighth-grade survey (mathematics/science is not one of my strengths) dif-
fered slightly.
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Muthén & Muthén, 2008–2011). We note that the classroom is the critical
clustering variable for TIMSS data because class was the sampling unit
used in the TIMSS sampling design, which was based on sampling all stu-
dents within intact classes; most schools are represented by a single class,
and a given class might not be representative of the school from which it
came.

In the present investigation we used a common metric standardization
strategy, first standardizing individual indicators (rating items and test
scores) in relation to the grand total sample mean and standard deviation.
We then used slightly different strategies for item ratings and test scores.
For the self-concept and intrinsic motivation rating items, the means and
standard deviations were based on the total sample, including both age
cohorts. This was facilitated by the fact that the items were largely the
same for all students in each age cohort. For latent factors based on these
rating items, the latent factors were then standardized in relation to a com-
mon pooled within-group standard deviation. In this respect, responses by
all students were placed on a common metric designed to facilitate interpre-
tations. For the science and mathematics achievement test scores, substan-
tially different sets of test items were needed to evaluate achievement in
the two age cohorts; not even the number of content areas assessed in
each age cohort was the same. Hence, we standardized the test scores sep-
arately for each age cohort using a common pooled within-group standard
deviation across countries within each age cohort (for further discussion
of standardization issues, see Appendix 3 in the online journal).

Estimation

Analyses conducted with Mplus 6.1 (Muthén & Muthén, 2008–2011) con-
sisted of confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) and structural equation models
(SEMs) based on the Mplus robust maximum likelihood estimator (MLR),
with standard errors and tests of fit that were robust in relation to non-
normality of observations and the use of categorical variables where there
were at least four or more response categories, particularly when non-nor-
mality was not excessive and a design-based correction (Mplus’s complex
design option) was used to control for the non-independence of observa-
tions (Muthén & Muthén, 2008–2011). In the decomposition of group (13
countries 3 2 age cohorts) into variance components and more detailed fac-
torial (ANOVA-like) contrasts, we relied heavily on the flexibility of the
‘‘model constraint’’ function in Mplus and the resulting tests of statistical sig-
nificance based on these model constraints. Thus, for example, we used
these constraints to obtain ANOVA-like estimates of the proportion of varia-
tion in the horizontal and cross-paths posited in the I/E model, which were
explained by the 13 countries (and three groups of countries: Western,
Asian, Middle Eastern Islamic), two age cohorts (Grade 4 vs. 8), and age
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cohort by country interactions. These were followed by more specific tests
of a priori hypotheses. This evolving methodology—combining the flexibil-
ity typically associated with analyses of manifest variables with latent vari-
able models—is apparently a new methodological contribution of the pres-
ent investigation with broad applicability to cross-cultural and educational
research more generally.

Preliminary Analyses

Before evaluating support for our predictions, it is critical to identify,
evaluate, and control for a number of measurement issues associated with
the TIMSS database. Marsh et al. (2013) provide an extensive critique of
the use of manifest trichotimization of psychological scales scores, as
reported in the TIMSS manual. They suggest that this use affects power
and reliability. Thus, the high standards of the achievement tests developed
by TIMSS are not reflected in the student survey. Marsh et al. further suggest
that the use of trichotimized scales scores is particularly problematic for
TIMSS, as reliabilities vary systematically from country to country (also see
Appendix 1 in the online journal) and there are clear method effects present:
(1) parallel wording for items used to infer mathematics and science con-
structs (e.g., ‘‘I usually do well in mathematics’’ and ‘‘I usually do well in sci-
ence’’) and (2) a mixture of positively and negatively worded items within
the same construct (e.g., ‘‘I usually do well in mathematics’’ and ‘‘I am just
not good in mathematics’’). Following recommendations to overcome these
problems (Marsh et al., 2013), we utilize latent variable models to model
both parallel items and account for negative wording of items. In addition,
comparison of results across different countries, age cohorts, or content
domains (i.e., mathematics and science) requires strong assumptions about
the invariance of the factor structure. If the underlying factors differ funda-
mentally in different groups, then there is no basis for interpreting observed
differences (the ‘‘apples and oranges’’ problem; see Millsap, 2011). Marsh et
al. (2013) provide an extensive exploration of these issues in TIMSS in rela-
tion to a sample of countries based on the TIMSS eighth-grade cohort but did
not consider the TIMSS fourth-grade cohort or as extensive a range of coun-
tries as considered here. Thus, in preliminary analyses we considered these
issues; the results are presented in detail in the supplemental materials in the
online journal. In summary, the results suggest:

1. Reliability estimates were systematically higher for the older age cohort and
systematically lower in Middle Eastern Islamic countries than Western or
Asian countries (Table 1). Reliability estimates on average were acceptable
but in some cases were not suitable for manifest models, as typically are con-
ducted in TIMSS research. To address this problem, we utilized latent variable
models that control for measurement error (Millsap, 2011).
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2. Method effects associated with parallel and negatively worded items were
explored in a series of CFA models, following from previous work by Marsh
et al (2013). Model fit (see Appendix 1 in the online journal for a discussion
of goodness of fit) suggests that both sources of method effect contributed sub-
stantially and independently to goodness of fit. As a result, all models in the
following section contained correlated residuals that accounted for method
effects relating to parallel and negative item wording.

3. Invariance of factor structure is a critical assumption of cross-cultural research
(see Marsh et al., 2013; Parker, Dowson, & McInerney, 2007). We found reason-
able support for the invariance of factor loadings over construct, age cohort,
and country. All analyses reported in the following are based on full factor
loading invariance.

Results

In the evaluation of support for I/E predictions, we focus on horizontal
paths predicted to be positive, cross-paths predicted to be negative (see
Figure 1), and a priori predictions about generalizability in relation to the
two constructs (self-concept vs. intrinsic motivation), the two age cohorts,
and the 13 different countries (5 Western, 4 Asian, and 3 Middle Eastern
Islamic). All 208 paths (4 paths 3 2 constructs 3 2 age cohorts 3 13 coun-
tries) are presented in Appendix 2 in the online journal, along with standard
errors and tests of significance for effects of country, age cohort, and their
interaction. However, to facilitate summary and discussion of the results,
in Table 3 we have also computed the mean of the horizontal and cross-
paths for each of the 26 (13 countries 3 2 age cohort) groups, along with
SEs and tests of statistical significance. Because of the large sample sizes,
even small differences are statistically significant. Thus, our focus is on the
sizes of the effects (represented by standardized path coefficients).

Support for I/E Predictions

Overall there was good support for predictions (see Table 3). Averaged
across all groups and constructs, horizontal paths were significantly positive
(.524, SE = .005, Table 3), while cross-paths were significantly negative
(–.235, SE = .005). There were substantial country-level differences in both
the horizontal and cross-paths, and these country differences interact with
age cohort (Table 3). Particularly noticeable are differences in the Middle
Eastern Islamic countries in that predictions are not fully supported for the
youngest cohort. Although the horizontal paths were significantly positive,
they were substantially smaller in Middle Eastern Islamic countries (.176,
SE = .011) than in the Western (.447, SE = .016) and particularly in the
Asian (.630, SE = .016) countries. However, the cross-paths for the youngest
cohort of Middle Eastern Islamic students were slightly (significantly)
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Table 3

Mean of Horizontal and Cross-Path Coefficients (and standard errors)

Standardized to a Common or ‘‘Meta-Analysis’’ Standardized Metric: Broken

Down by 13 Countries 3 2 Age Cohorts (Year 4 and Year 8)

Horizontal Cross

Western countries

Australia Year 4 .463 (.052) –.223 (.055)

Year 8 .676 (.032) –.277 (.038)

England Year 4 .533 (.051) –.344 (.052)

Year 8 .780 (.037) –.497 (.041)

Italy Year 4 .334 (.024) –.158 (.022)

Year 8 .595 (.028) –.242 (.030)

Norway Year 4 .423 (.043) –.227 (.036)

Year 8 .732 (.032) –.309 (.032)

Scotland Year 4 .393 (.031) –.256 (.041)

Year 8 .610 (.033) –.231 (.032)

United States Year 4 .535 (.021) –.285 (.023)

Year 8 .727 (.029) –.396 (.030)

Total Year 4 .447 (.016) –.249 (.018)

Year 8 .687 (.011) –.325 (.012)

Total .567 (.010) –.287 (.012)

Asian countries

Hong Kong Year 4 .623 (.035) –.344 (.031)

Year 8 .469 (.022) –.212 (.024)

Japan Year 4 .548 (.024) –.238 (.023)

Year 8 .573 (.023) –.189 (.020)

Singapore Year 4 .779 (.030) –.513 (.029)

Year 8 .742 (.025) –.473 (.023)

Taiwan Year 4 .569 (.030) –.251 (.031)

Year 8 .695 (.019) –.246 (.020)

Total Year 4 .630 (.015) –.337 (.013)

Year 8 .620 (.011) –.280 (.010)

Total .625 (.010) –.308 (.009)

Middle Eastern Islamic countries

Iran Year 4 .249 (.020) .088 (.021)

Year 8 .365 (.024) –.079 (.024)

Kuwait Year 4 .134 (.018) .048 (.016)

Year 8 .303 (.028) –.060 (.025)

Tunisia Year 4 .144 (.014) .060 (.015)

Year 8 .617 (.044) –.271 (.039)

Total Year 4 .176 (.011) .066 (.011)

Year 8 .428 (.019) –.137 (.016)

Total .302 (.012) –.036 (.011)

(continued)
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positive (.066, SE = .011) rather than negative. Nevertheless, support for pre-
dictions is clearly evident for the older cohort of Middle Eastern Islamic stu-
dents, even though, compared to other countries, these horizontal paths
were still less positive (Middle Eastern Islamic: .438, SE = .019; Western:
.687, SE = .011; Asian: .620, SE = .011), while the cross-paths were less neg-
ative (Middle Eastern Islamic: –.137, SE = .016; Western: –.325, SE = .012;
Asian: –.280, SE = .009). Consistent with a priori predictions, this overall sup-
port for the I/E model was significantly stronger for the older cohort; hori-
zontal paths were significantly more positive (.606 vs. .441, p \ .001; see
Table 3), and cross-paths were significantly more negative (–.268 vs.
–.203, p \ .01).

In order to reduce the complexity of the presentation, we have only pre-
sented results averaged over constructs (math and verbal responses to ASC
and intrinsic motivation). However, the pattern of results considered

Table 3 (continued)

Horizontal Cross

Total average

Total Year 4 .441 (.009) –.203 (.009)

Total Year 8 .606 (.007) –.268 (.007)

Total Total .524 (.005) –.235 (.005)

SS and VCs: 2 age cohorts, 13 countries, and their interaction

SS 2-Year 0.069 (.010) .027 (.010)

VC 0.020 0.007

SS 13-Country .541 (.046) .491 (.041)

VC 0.158 0.133

SS interaction .157 (.023) .090 (.015)

VC 0.046 0.024

SS total 3.416 3.704

SS and VCs: 2 age cohorts, 3 country groups, and their interaction

SS 3-Country 0.400 (.046) .315 (.038)

VC 0.117 0.085

SS 3-Interaction 0.022 (.003) .017 (.003)

VC .006 .005

Note. Cohort horizontal and cross-path coefficients are the mean of the four horizontal
paths (labeled in Table 3) predicted to be positive and four cross-paths (labeled ‘‘cross’’
in Table 3) predicted to be negative (see Figure 1). Variation among the 26 (13 countries
3 2 age cohorts) was decomposed into sums of squared deviation (SS) and associated
with main effects due to age cohort, country, and their interaction. A separate decompo-
sition was done for the three country groups to determine how much of the variance asso-
ciated with the 13 countries could be explained in terms of three country groupings.
Variance components (VC) are the ratio of the SS associated with each effect over SS total.
Year 4 = fourth-grade cohort; Year 8 = eighth-grade cohort.
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separately for each construct (see Appendix 2 in the online journal) is con-
sistent with those presented here for the averaged results. In particular, hor-
izontal paths are significantly positive, whereas cross-paths are significantly
negative for all but the Year 4 cohort of Middle Eastern Islamic students.
Although the pattern of support for the I/E model generalizes across con-
structs, consistent with a priori predictions, the horizontal paths in particular
were systematically stronger for self-concept ratings (.663 and .564) than for
intrinsic motivation ratings (.440 and .426). Interestingly, however, the neg-
ative cross-paths were as large or larger for intrinsic motivation (–.218 and
–.317) as for self-concept (–.194 and –.251). Nevertheless, the pattern of
country and country by age cohort differences was consistent over the
two constructs. In particular, lack of support for I/E predictions for young
cohorts in Middle Eastern Islamic countries (non-negative cross-paths) was
evident for both self-concept and intrinsic motivation.

Discussion

The present investigation—along with the Marsh and Hau (2004) PISA
study and Möller et al.’s (2009) meta-analysis—provides the strongest sup-
port for the generalizability of both external and internal frame of reference
effects posited in the I/E model. However, the present study has important
advantages over previous studies.

Importance of Latent Variable Models

The importance of using more appropriate latent variable models in the
present investigation rather than the TIMSS scale scores that have been used
in most TIMSS studies is highlighted by comparing our eighth-grade results
using latent variable models with those based on the Chiu (2012) analysis of
TIMSS2003 data using the TIMSS scale scores. The horizontal paths in our
study are systematically more positive (.765, SE = .011 vs. .55, SE = .03, math-
ematics achievement to science self-concept; .659, SE = .014 vs. .40 SE = .03,
science achievement to MSC). These higher values are consistent with the
control for measurement error in the latent variable models. The cross-paths
in our study are more negative (–.222, SE = .011 vs. –.09, SE = .03, mathemat-
ics achievement to MSC; –.351, SE = .012 vs. –.10, SE = .03, science achieve-
ment to science self-concept). Furthermore, because the reliability estimates
vary substantially for different countries, the extent of bias also varies sub-
stantially for different countries. These differences are consistent with our
claim that analyses based on TIMSS scale scores should not be used (see ear-
lier discussion and supplemental materials) and that results based on them
are likely to be biased and should be viewed with extreme caution. In this
respect, the present investigation provides strong support for substantive-
methodological synergies (Marsh & Hau, 2007) in which complex substan-
tive issues with important theoretical and policy/practice implications for
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applied educational research typically require the application of new and
evolving statistical methodology.

Developmental Perspectives

Of particular relevance, nearly all I/E studies—and particularly the cross-
national studies—have been based on responses by secondary students.
Almost no research—and particularly no cross-cultural research—has been
done with primary students, although clearly this is important. In particular
there have been no comparisons between matched, nationally representa-
tive age cohorts of primary and secondary students. While a few studies
of primary students were included in Möller et al.’s (2009) meta-analysis,
the developmental aspect of their study was not systematically evaluated—
due in part to the paucity of available data on young children. Furthermore,
because previous research has not been based on matched, nationally rep-
resentative samples of students of different ages, the samples included in the
meta-analyses are not directly comparable. In this respect, the TIMSS 2007
data are ideally suited to evaluating the juxtaposition of nationality, age
cohort, and their interaction. Coupled with new statistical models exploiting
the flexibility of Mplus (see Appendix 4 in the online journal), we systemat-
ically evaluated main effects and interaction effects based on latent path
coefficients and pursued detailed comparisons of the interaction effects.
This methodological-substantive synergy was important, providing more
appropriate tests of developmental perspectives and their cross-cultural gen-
eralizability that are important contributions of the present investigation. In
particular, not only did we provide apparently the first results showing that
support for I/E predictions were stronger for secondary students than pri-
mary students (more positive effects for horizontal paths, more negative
effects for cross-paths), but we also showed that these developmental differ-
ences varied as a function of country in ways consistent with a priori
predictions.

Western, Asian, and Middle Eastern Islamic Cultures

Although the focus of the cross-cultural component of our study from
a universalist perspective of the generalizability support across countries,
our study is apparently the first to specifically compare I/E results in a sample
of Middle Eastern Islamic countries with those from Asian and Western coun-
tries, which have been the basis of most I/E studies (see Möller et al., 2009,
meta-analysis). Consistent with a priori predictions based on research by
Abu-Hilal and colleagues (see earlier discussion), support for the I/E model
was systematically weaker in the Middle Eastern Islamic countries, particu-
larly for the younger age cohort. This prediction was based on previous
research showing that Middle Eastern Islamic students do not receive as
much evaluative feedback about their achievement as do Western and
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Asian students and are not socialized in such a way as to critically evaluate
their academic skills in relation to classmates. Hence, not only were cross-
paths close to zero for the fourth-grade cohort of Middle Eastern Islamic stu-
dents, but the effect of achievement on self-concepts in matching academic
areas (the horizontal paths in the I/E model) was also substantially lower
than for Western and Asian students. Indeed, consistent with speculations
by Abu-Hilal and Bahri (2000) that the relation of ASC formation with
achievement in Middle Eastern Islamic middle school students was similar
to that found in younger students from Western countries, support for the
I/E model for eighth-grade Middle Eastern Islamic students was similar to
that found for the fourth-grade cohort in the Western countries (for further
discussion, see Abu-Hilal, 2001; Abu-Hilal & Aal-Hussain, 1997; Abu-Hilal
& Bahri, 2000). Although this was not predicted a priori, it was interesting
to observe that self-concepts of the fourth-grade cohort were more strongly
associated with matching areas of achievement (the horizontal paths in the
I/E model) for Asian students than Western students. While beyond the
scope of the present investigation, we speculate that young Asian students
receive more diagnostic, evaluative feedback and are socialized to compare
their academic accomplishments with classmates more than are young
Western students, leading in part to stronger relations between academic
achievement and self-concept. Indeed, an important direction for further
research would be to take a more emic or case study approach into
a more nuanced understanding of the differences and similarities between
cultures, cultural norms, approaches to teaching, and learning within each
of the countries and how these may influence support for the I/E model.

Limitations and Directions for Further Research

Standardization Issues

Inherent in the use of academic achievement measures for students of
different ages is the question of the comparability of the achievement tests
for the different age cohorts. Thus, for example, the TIMSS achievement tests
for the fourth- and eighth-grade cohorts are based on completely different
sets of items designed to measure somewhat different content areas. Here
we used a common metric standardization approach, greatly facilitated by
the fact that we had matched nationally representative samples for each
age cohort for all countries considered here. Nevertheless, we found the sur-
prising result that variability in achievement test scores from the same coun-
try was not consistent across the two age cohorts. In response to this issue,
we also pursued supplemental analyses based on within-group standardiza-
tion approach (i.e., standardization separately within each of the 26 age/
country groups) like that typically used in meta-analysis (e.g., Möller et al.,
2009). Broadly the pattern of results was similar for both standardizations,
but the meta-analysis standardization resulted in somewhat different
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interpretations, particularly for Asian countries (Appendix 3 in the online
journal). In particular, support for the prediction that path coefficients in
support of the I/E model (positive horizontal, negative cross-paths) would
be larger for the older eighth-grade cohort than the fourth-grade cohort is
stronger with the meta-analysis standardization. These differences are easily
explained in terms of SDs of achievement tests for the different countries
(SDs in the fourth- and eighth-grade cohorts were similar in Western coun-
tries, substantially larger for the older cohort in Asian countries, and substan-
tially larger for the younger cohort in in the Middle Eastern Islamic countries)
such that support for I/E predictions was confounded by these age differen-
ces in Asian countries. Although it is unclear whether this represents prob-
lems in the scaling of the scores or in our standardization strategies, or sub-
stantively important differences, the results warrant further investigation.
The comparability of scores across age cohorts for self-concept and intrinsic
motivation was facilitated by the use of the same items (with minor excep-
tions), coupled with good support for the invariance of factor loadings
across age cohorts. Indeed, although there was reasonable support for the
complete invariance of factor loadings across both country and age cohort,
the support for invariance was actually stronger across age cohort within
countries than across countries within age cohorts. Nevertheless, the sub-
stantial age cohort and country differences in the extent of measurement
error and method effects dictate caution in the interpretation of these results.

Extending Dimensional Comparison Theory

The I/E model is based on the assumption that students engage in inter-
nal dimensional comparisons—as well as social comparison—in the forma-
tion of their self-concepts in different school subjects. Implicit in the predic-
tion of negative cross-paths is the assumption that such dimensional
comparisons result in contrast effects, such that the better I am in one subject
the lower my self-concept is in a contrasting school subject. As suggested by
Möller and Marsh (2013; also see Marsh, 1986; Marsh et al., in press; Möller,
Streblow, & Pohlmann, 2006; Xu et al., 2013), this implies that students
believe that there is a negative interdependence between the two subjects.
Hence, most of the extensive support for I/E predictions is based primarily
on self-concept responses by secondary students to mathematics and verbal
domains, which represent opposite ends of the theoretical continuum of
ASCs. However, the theoretical underpinning of the I/E model posits that
the negative contrast effects will diminish and might even become positive
(assimilation) when dimensional comparisons are based on domains that
are close together on the academic continuum. Thus, if students consider
abilities in two subjects to be mutually supportive, the paths from achieve-
ment in one domain to self-concept in a closely related subject should be
less negative or even positive—an assimilation effect. For example, Möller
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et al. (2006) found that mathematics achievement had a positive effect on
physics self-concepts. Similarly, recent research (Parker, Marsh, et al.,
2013) based on PISA data indicates that paths leading to MSC (the only
self-concept domain assessed) were positive for mathematics achievement
and negative for verbal achievement. Critically, the path from science
achievement (a domain close to mathematics on the underlying academic
continuum) to MSC was also positive; science achievement was positively
predictive of MSC, even after controlling for science (and verbal) achieve-
ment: an assimilation effect. Nevertheless, for both studies of social and
dimensional comparison, there is consistent support for contrast effects,
whereas assimilation effects—a priori or post hoc—have been elusive
(e.g., Marsh et al., 2008; Möller et al., 2009). An interesting direction for fur-
ther research is to explore more fully individual student differences,
domains, or conditions under which cross-paths are positive rather than neg-
ative (i.e., where there is assimilation rather than contrast).

Implications for Practice

The I/E model also has practical implications for educational practice
and understanding of self-concept formation. This theoretical model is one
of the dominant models of self-concept formation in educational research
with surprising—even paradoxical—results about how being good in one
domain undermines self-concept in another domain. The model has funda-
mental implications about the way teachers give feedback to students and
understand their students’ self-perceptions of their relative strengths/weak-
nesses in different domains. However, the vast majority of this research is
based on secondary students from Western countries. There has been almost
no good developmental research into how support for the model generalizes
across primary and secondary students and almost no tests of the model out-
side of Western and a few Asian countries. In this respect, the present inves-
tigation has profound practical implications for the way teachers understand
and relate to their students.

When teachers, parents, and other significant others are asked to infer
the students’ ASCs (see Dai, 2002; Marsh, 2007), their responses reflected pri-
marily the external comparison process, so that inferences were not nearly
so domain specific as responses by students. Their responses imply that stu-
dents who are bright in one area tend to be seen as having good ASCs in all
areas (consistent with corresponding measures of achievement), whereas
students who are not bright in one area are seen as having poor ASC in
all areas. However, if teachers and significant others better understood for-
mation of self-concepts in different academic domains, they would be able
to better understand their students and provide more appropriate feedback
that is credible, particularly for less able students. Even bright students might
have an average or below average self-concept in their weakest school
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subjects, which may seem paradoxical in relation to their good achievement
(good relative to other students but not relative to their own performance in
other school subjects). Similarly, even poor students may have an average or
above average self-concept in their best school subject that may seem para-
doxical in relation to their below-average achievement in that subject (but
not relative to their other school subjects). This is especially important for
primary school students who were a major focus of the present investigation,
in that primary school teachers generally instruct students across multiple
school subjects, are more likely to be called on to evaluate student noncog-
nitive outcomes as part of their reporting of progress to parents, and are
expected to provide a nurturing role in developing student self-perceptions
as a confident learner in different school subjects. Indeed, when policy state-
ments and polic makers refer to accountability issues, they typically refer to
standardized achievement test scores. However, many self-concept studies
(see Marsh, 2007) show that ASC is sometimes a more important determinant
of critical educational choices than achievement. Hence, teachers and poli-
cymakers need to understand these complex issues in the way ASCs are
formed.

Notes

This paper was made possible in part by a grant from the Australian Research Council
(DP130102713) awarded to the first, third and fourth authors. The authors would like to
thank Tihomir Asparouhov, Matthias Von Davier, Anna Preuschoff, and Michael Martin
for helpful comments at earlier stages of this research.

1We note that all the Islamic Middle Eastern countries in our sample are officially self-
proclaimed as Islamic countries and that this distinguishes them from non-Islamic Middle
Eastern countries. Although we do not have access to religious affiliation at the student
level, most of the students in these countries are Islamic and would certainly be more
homogeneous in relation to religion than other countries. Thus, the Muslim percentage
of the total population (Pew-Templeton, 2012) in the three countries considered here
are: Iran (99.6%), Kuwait (86.4%), and Tunisia (99.8%).
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